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he Fred Bear Archery brand from Escalade Sports set out to make
a statement in 2006 with the introduction of the new Instinct. The
message is clear – produce a bow that will blow away the competition in value-to-performance ratios. The success of the Instinct lies
squarely on Fred Bear’s compression molded Quad-Limb Technology and
Single Cam Eccentric System.
With the value-based emphasis in mind lets take a close look at the
Instinct and evaluate its performance and see what it can do for customers looking to stretch their dollars.

The Basics:
Riser: The Instinct’s riser is first extruded from 6061-T6-aluminum and
then CNC machined into its final form. When finished it sports a 2.25” reflex
geometry and thirteen weight reducing cutouts which are distributed along
its length. Four of those are hidden under the grip. There are also two countersunk and threaded holes for quiver mounting. A hole, drilled and tapped
directly into the front side of the riser is situated just below the grip for stabilizer attachment. There is no rear-facing counterpart. The standard AMO
accessory mounting holes are naturally included as well.
A two-piece laminated wood panel grip is attached to the riser with
a single screw. Each panel seats into a shallow machined slot. The rear
of the riser, where the heel of the shooter’s hand contacts the bow,
has a strip of felt-like material attached. The sides of the felt strip
wrap slightly around the riser and under the grip panels. Just
below the grip, on both sides of the riser, is a gold on green
background “Fred Bear” raised emblem seated in a shallow
slot. A straight carbon cable guard is secured into a hole in
the rear of the riser with a hex head set screw. A Teflon
cable slide rides on the guard.
The Instinct’s riser is finished in two stages; the first
stage consists of a powder base coat and in the second and
final finish stage Realtree’s Hardwoods HD Green camo is applied
through a film dipping process. The tough base coat paint is electrostatically charged and sprayed on the part. Once coated the part is then placed
in the oven where the powder particles melt and coalesce to form a continuous
film. In the film dipping process a piece of film with the camo pattern printed on it is
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placed flat on the surface of the
water in a stainless steel tank. The
film base is dissolved by the water,
which leaves only the camo pattern
lying on the water’s surface. A
cleaned and powder coated part, in
this case a riser, is lowered through
the ink and into the water. The ink
pattern wraps around the part creating a seamless and flawless finish.
The riser is then removed, rinsed
and dried before a hard protective
coat is added.
Customer Connection:
It is
important to keep in mind the selling price of the Instinct when discussing any facet of this bow with a
customer. Emphasizing value is allimportant.
Make sure to get the Instinct into
the customer’s hand, as the grip is
quite comfortable.
The reflex geometry increases
the power stroke and resultant speed
– another selling point.
Limbs/limb pockets: The CNC
machined 6061-T6 aluminum limb

pockets are attached to the riser in
two places; One near the front via the
limb bolt and one at the very back
using a single bolt that passes
through one tab in the pocket structure, through a section of the riser
and into a second tab. This two-point
attachment system allows the entire
pocket to rotate rather than requiring
the limbs to move individually. Each
member of the quad limb system
slides into the pocket and into a plastic boot, which lines the pocket. The
limb bolt passes through the boot,
between the limbs and into the riser.
The boot surrounds the last portion
of the limbs and also separates them.
A plastic wedge opposite the pivot
point on the pocket also works to
separate and secure the limbs. A
small screw runs through the wedge
and into the pocket. The limb pockets are finished in a green anodize.
Fred Bear’s Quad Limb System
features an epoxy/glass matrix material that is compression molded at
the Gainesville, Florida facility into
its final 12” long form. In this patented process, strands of fiberglass are
pulled from dozens of spools and
through the liquid resin, as it is
wound onto jigs. When the correct
number of strands is on the jig for
the type of limb being formed, this
wet rope of material is slid off the jig
into one of the cavities of the precision metal mold. As the mold closes,
heat and pressure start the curing
process that hardens the limb. The
thermosetting resins employed per-

manently solidify when heat is
applied creating a high-strength
fiberglass structure, without the cut
fibers typical in other limb building
processes where slabs of preformed
material are ground to shape. The
limbs of these Fred Bear bows are set
at an angle to produce the qualities
of a parallel design, so once removed
from the mold the new part is ready
for finishing with a minimum of
additional manufacturing steps.
The limbs are finished in the
same manner as the riser with a base
coat and camo film dip.
Customer Connection: Again,
keep in mind the value of this rig.
With parallel limbs it produces a
shot that is quiet and almost vibration and shock free.
Compression molding produces
super strong limbs on the Instinct.
Use this as a selling point while talking to customers especially concerned with durability. If they’ve ever
had fibers lift from the surface or,
worse yet, ever had a limb crack,
they’ll understand the value of the
patented Compression Molded
limbs.
Pivoting limb pockets result in a
more consistent and accurate bow.
The limb-to-limb pocket interface
never changes. Rather, the limb
pockets pivot when draw weight
adjustments are made. Another selling point.
Eccentrics: Fred Bear Archery,
outfits the 31” axle-to-axle Instinct
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with their perimeter weighted one
cam eccentric system. Both the cam
and idler wheel ride on stainless
steel axles and bushings. The draw
length is adjusted through a series of
modules that come in 1” increments
from 26 to 31”. One of the best features on the bow is the draw length
adjustability provided by a moveable
spool allowing for infinite settings
between the modules. The perimeter
weight is said to produce more speed
and shock reducing characteristics.
The system produces a nonadjustable 75% let-off. Modules can
be requested in 65% let-off as well.
The eccentrics are finished with a

green anodize.
Customer Connection:
Fred Bear’s perimeter weighted single cam has exceptional
adjustability through the use
of modules and a moveable
spool. This is not only a selling point for your customer
but should also make your
ears perk up as well! A modular system allows you to be
more responsive to a generation of consumers who are
generally not satisfied to wait
for what they want. With one
bow and a set of inexpensive Infinite draw length adjustments within each 1-inch
modules you can fit up to 90 range provided by the contrasting-colored module
percent of the adult archers are made using this adjustable anchoring point.
Silencing/Shock reducing feathat walk through your door.
I prefer my hunting arrows to fly tures: The first line of defense
at approximately 275 to 285 fps when against shock and vibration is the
shooting fixed heads. The Instinct is Instinct’s parallel limb design. Limbs
perfectly capable of producing these that are situated in a parallel posispeeds with a hunting weight arrow. tion at full draw will move in oppoAs you will see in the testing section, site directions upon release effecthe Instinct actually outperformed tively canceling out a majority of the
the manufacturer’s specs.
shock and vibration commonly
experienced with traditional style
limb configurations. Fred Bear also
outfits the Instinct with pre-installed
Sims Vibration Lab’s String Leaches
and LimbSavers. If you’ve been
around this industry even a short
time you know the effectiveness of
SVL products.
Customer Connection: A bow
that produces a minimal level of

Suede-like material covers the face of the
riser between the laminated grip plates.
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shock and vibration and shoots this
quietly - at this price, is definitely a
selling point.
Strings/Cables: TechTwist Green
and Brown Dynaflight 97 material is
used to construct the string and
cable on the Instinct. The string is 20
strands and 85” in length while the
cable is 24 strands and 32 3/8” in
length.
Customer Connection: BCY bowstring material is well known for its
performance and durability.

Testing:
All bows that arrive for an evaluation are submitted to a thorough
quality inspection. Every aspect
including fit, finish, mechanics,
machining and overall workmanship
are looked at closely. Multiple blemishes were found on both the riser
and limbs in the form of nicks and
small porosity. There were also nicks
on the anodized limb pockets and
eccentrics. All other aspects were in
good order.
The Instinct test bow was a right
hand model with a 30” draw length
and 60 pound draw weight. A simple
brass string nock combined with a
NAP QuikTune 3000 Arrow Rest

completed the set up. All shooting
was done with a T.R.U. Ball Pro
Diamond release aid. For the purpose of AMO spec testing a 540-grain
Easton XX78 Super Slam aluminum
arrow was used. A paper-tuning test
was then performed to ensure reliable test results.
There were no bows with a similar price point available to me for
comparison so rigs with price points
significantly higher were used as a
reference while evaluating the subjective aspects of the Instinct. After
just a few initial rounds with the
Instinct I was certain that it would
perform well even when compared
to these high-end models. Four subjective characteristics including
shock/vibration levels, feel of the
grip at full draw, noise level, and
smoothness of draw were evaluated.
Shock and Vibration levels of the
Instinct were low and it rated high as
a result in this category. For a bow in
this price range to rate as high as it
did is quite impressive considering
the level of bows used for comparison. There is a slight level of vibration and “jump” upon release but it
is barely perceivable. The Instinct
will most likely out-perform most, if
not all, bows in its own class when

considering shock and vibration.
A quality grip is one that positions your hand well for the shot and
provides a good measure of comfort.
The Instinct’s grip provides comfort,
however it does seat my hand somewhat higher than I like. The position
of my hand is still repeatable and
allows for an accurate shot. While
the Instinct rated last in this category among the four bows we need to
keep in mind that it is hundreds of
dollars less expensive!
I was particularly impressed
with the Instinct’s low noise level.
The bow was shot several times
along with other bows set at 60
pounds and shooting the same
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arrow while I listened from different
stations around the shooter. The
Instinct performed well and had
noise levels similar to that of the
high-end rigs. Great performance.
A smooth draw cycle is important in how an archer perceives the
enjoyment of shooting a particular
bow. On the front end the Instinct is
smooth and easy but keeps climbing
on the plateau for a slightly tougher
back end. Overall the cycle is average
but in no way unpleasant.
Speed was measured using an
Oehler
Research
Inc.
M35
Chronograph. Through ten shots
fired into my Block 4X4 Target, the
average reading taken with a 540grain arrow was 229 fps. That is a full
four feet per second faster than what
Fred Bear advertises. I like to see a
bow outperform what the manufacturer advertises rather than the
reverse that we see too often,
because the latter approach can
make the customer question his pur-

Draw weights: 50 to 60 or 60 to 70 pounds
Draw Lengths: 26 to 31 inches using 1 inch modules
Axle-to-axle length: 31 inches
Brace Height: 7.5 inches
Mass Weight: 4.1 pounds
Let-off option: 75 percent; 65 percent modules available
Eccentrics: Perimeter weighted Single Cam
AMO speed: 225 advertised – 229 tested
IBO speed: 305 fps advertised
Available finish: Realtree Hardwoods HD Green camo pattern
Cable: BCY Dynaflight – 24 strand, 32 3/8 inches long –
Green and Brown TechTwist
String: BCY Dynaflight – 20 strand, 85 inches long –
Green and Brown TechTwist
Grip: Two-piece wood
Riser: CNC machined 6061-T6 aluminum - reflex
Limb pockets: CNC machined T6 aluminum
Limbs: Straight, 12 inches, Compression Molded– Parallel configuration
Cable Guard: Straight - Carbon
Warranty: Limited Lifetime MSRP: $399.00
chase and the dealer look bad. The
Instinct was re-tuned with a 350grain arrow and tested again. The
average speed was measured at
275.5 fps. Good speed! All numbers
were confirmed with a ProChrono
chronograph. The draw length was
set to exactly 30” by AMO standards
for all tests.
One item that I would like the
design team to reconsider the next
time around is the finish on the
perimeter weight. The current highpolished gold finish has too much of

a shine in my opinion and may cause
problems while hunting on sunlit
days.
The Fred Bear Instinct has
impressive performance for a bow in
this class. An archer who chooses
this bow will get a super high value
for their money – “more bang for
your buck”, as the saying goes! Sure,
there are areas of sacrifice such as
the quality of the finish or the number of features on the bow but the
Instinct is right on where it counts –
performance.
Selling an Instinct to a customer
who is looking for a bow in this class
should be as easy as placing it in
their hands and letting them shoot
it. If you want to really impress them
have them shoot a $750.00 bow right
next to the Instinct and they will
quickly see the value of their purchase.

Test Bow Technical Info:
Stored Energy: 75.82 footpounds
Efficiency Rating: 83%
Kinetic Energy: 62.9 foot-pounds
SE/PF Ratio: 1.264
Measured AMO Speed: 229 FPS
The bow is tweaked to an AMO
draw length of 30” and set exactly to
a 60 lb draw weight. A 540 grain
arrow was used for the above tests.
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The Most Accurate Bows in the World.
It’s What’s Under the Camo that Counts.

New
For 2006

Nathan Jones
Martin Archery’s
Wild Extremes

All Metal Limb Mounting
System produces consistent
accuracy that
plastic parts
cannot provide.
Tom Nelson
American Archer

No feathering!

ShadowCat Extreme
New redesigned riser brings a reduced
brace height for improved speed,
accuracy, and unmatched forgiveness.

C4 Cougar
There is no other bow that
combines sizzling hot looks,
durability and precision accuracy
as well as the C4 Cougar.

Martin Archery
3134 W Highway 12, Walla Walla, WA 99362
•Visit martinarchery.com to see our entire line
of archery products or to order a DVD and Catalog.
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Tracy Skyles
Martin Pro Staff Shooter

